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ABSTRACT 
In [2] Bagazgoitia obtained a determinantal identity for the real quaternions. We 
show how his result may be regarded as one on reduced norms, and we proceed, in 
the same vein, to derive a determinantal identity for any skewfield which is finite- 
dimensional over its center. 
1. THE REAL QUATERNIONS 
We write W for the real quaternions with i2 = j2 = - 1, ij = k = - ji, 
etc. We write M,D for the set of all n x n matrices with entries in the 
skewfield D. 
Any matrix A in M,W may be expressed in the form A = A, + A,i + 
A,j + Ask where A, E M,R for r = 0,1,2,3. 
Bagazgoitia’s identity is that 
i A0 A, A2 AZ\ 
-A, A, -A, A, 
det _A A, A _A = [N(6etA)12, 
-A; -A; A: A; 
where 6et A denotes the Dieudonnt determinant. (See [3] or [4, p. 1331 for 
the definition.) N denotes the usual reduced norm from W to Iw, i.e. 
N( x ) = xi?, where - is conjugation in W. The det on the left-hand side is the 
usual determinant of the block matrix in M,,R. 
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In a sense this identity comes from imbedding W in M,rW and taking 
reduced norms. To be more precise, there is a natural isomorphism W @ W -+ 
End, W, the ring of IX-endomorphisms of W, induced by x 8 y -+ f, where 
f(z) = XZ~ for z E I-O. Using the natural R-basis { 1, i, j, k} of I-I, we have 
EndflU-! isomorphic to M,R. Now M,W is isomorphic to H@M,R, and we 
have an isomorphism I-I @ W @ M,R + M,R @M,,R induced by x@y@A + 
B,,@A, where B,, is the matrix in M,lR which is the image of r@ y under 
the isomorphism IQ x W + M,R described above. 
For A E M,BO we write A = 1 @A, + i@A, + j@A, + k@A, on identify- 
ing M,W with W @ M,R in the obvious way. 
Then under the map W @ M,lHl -+ M,R @ M,R composed out of the above 
isomorphisms, we find that the image of 1 @A is precisely the block matrix of 
Bagazgoitia’s identity. (Here we identify M,R @M,R with M,,,R via the 
Kronecker product of matrices.) It is an easy exercise to check this by 
computing the images of 18 i, 18 j, 1 @k under the isomorphism W 8 I-I + 
M‘p. 
Now let RN denote the reduced norm, defined as in [4, p. 1451, and write 
A + for the element of M,,iR which is the image of 1 @A under the above 
isomorphism. Because RN commutes with isomorphisms we have that 
RN(l@A)= RN(A+) 
where RN takes values in Iw. The RN on the right is the usual determinant in 
M,,,R, and that on the left equals [N(Set A)]’ by [4, 922, Theorems 1, 31. 
Thus we have obtained Bagazgoitia’s identity, which he proved by using 
results of Lee [5] on matrices over W. 
REMARK. If we interpret A as representing the sesquilinear form O-I” X 
W”--+W, (u,w)--*8Aw, then taking the reduced trace 7’:W +[w, T(x)= 
x + 2, we have an underlying real bilinear form U-I ’ X W ” 4 [w, ( u, w ) + 
T( U’Aw ). With respect to the ordered R-basis of lt!” given by 
{ e,,e, ,..., e,,,ie, ,..., ie,,,je, ,..., je,,ke, ,..., ke,}, where e,=(l,O,O ,... 0) 
etc., this bilinear form is represented by the matrix A+ from above. This 
seems to occur because { 1, i, j, k } is an orthonormal basis for the norm form 
of W over Iw. Bagazgoitia’s identity tells us that the determinant of the 
underlying bilinear form is always a square. (Note that the determinant of a 
bilinear form over a field is determined only up to squares in the field, since a 
different choice of basis yields a congruent matrix whose determinant will 
differ from the original one by a square.) 
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2. SKEWFIELDS IN GENERAL 
Let D be any skewfield finite-dimensional over its center F. Then if Dop 
denotes the opposite skewfield, i.e. Dop = D as a set but with multiplication 
reversed, we have a natural isomorphism 
M,D@D’P-+End,D” 
induced by A@ d Op -+ f, where f(v) = Avd for u E D”. (We write dOP for 
the elements of D”“.) Let D have dimension r2 over F. (The dimension is 
necessarily a square. See [4, p. 311 for example.) Then End F D” is isomorphic 
to M,,,zF, any choice of F-basis for D” giving an isomorphism. Having 
chosen such a basis, we have an isomorphism M, D@ D”P + M,,,z F and we 
denote by A + the image of A@ 1 under this isomorphism for any A in M,, D. 
Then [N,,,(Get A)]‘= det A + by the results of [4, 221, exactly as in the 
real-quaternion case. (The reduced norm map M, D + F is obtained by 
composing the Dieudonne determinant with the usual reduced norm A:,,,..) 
COMMENT 1. The matrix A + depends on choice of basis, but any other 
choice gives a similar matrix, so that det A + is independent of this choice. 
COMMENT 2. By taking reduced traces and using the same theorems of 
[4] as for the determinantal identity we can obtain a trace identity. Let tr 
denote the usual matrix trace, i.e. the sum of the diagonal entries, and for 
A E M,, D let A, be in M,,z F as before. Let RT be the reduced trace defined 
as in [4]. Then 
rRT,,,(trA)= trA+. 
For D = W, RT( x) = x + Xr and the above identity becomes 2 tr( A + A) = 
trA,. 
When we apply our method directly to the case D = W, F = Iw we do not 
obtain the same matrix A, as in [2], but we do obtain one with the same 
determinant. 
When D has an involution of the first kind (i.e. one which fixes each 
element of F), we may perform a variation on the above method which 
becomes, for D = W, exactly the construction of Section 1. [The difference 
between the two methods is that we use a left (right) regular representation to 
imbed D in M,zF, i.e. we multiply on the left by d E D (multiply on the 
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right by a). The resulting matrices A obtained in the two cases should thus 
be similar.] The involution - yields an isomorphism of D and Dep. Hence 
DC+ D -+ End, D, x@ y -+ f, where f(z) = xzij is an F-algebra isomorphism. 
Thus we obtain D@M,D + D@D@M,F + M,,sF, each map an F-algebra 
isomorphism, the last isomorphism depending on the choice of an F-basis for 
D”. LeJting { wr, w2,. . . , wr2 } be this basis, we write A E M, D in the form 
A = CFllwi@Ai, each Ai E M,F, identifying M,D with D@M,F. 
As before, we denote by A + the image of 1 @A under the isomorphism 
D@ M,D + M,,sF. (To compute A + one must find, for each i, the image of 
18 wi under the isomorphism D 8 D -+ MpF.) 
Note that if D has an involution of the first kind, then r must be a power 
of two [l, p. 1611. 
Exactly as before, we have the determinantal identity 
[ivo,,(6etA)]‘=detA+. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
a quatemion division algebra with i2 = a, j2 = b, ij = - ji, etc. Then for 
A E M,D, A = A, + A,i + A,j + A,k, where A,, A,, A,, A, are in M,,F, 
it is easy to compute that A + obtained by this last technique is 
’ A, -aA, - bA, abA, \ 
-A, A, bA3 - bA, 
-A, -aA, A, aA, ’ 
-A, -A, A, A,, 
Note also that the matrix of the underlying bilinar form over F, [i.e. 
(0, w) + TD,F( V’Aw) as in Section 11, is obtained by multiplying this matrix 
on the left by the block diagonal matrix 
(1 0 \ 
_ al 
-bZ ’ 
\O abZ , 
I being the r x T identity matrix, and (1, - a, - b, ab) being the diagonal 
matrix representing the norm form of D over F. Similar examples could be 
done when D is the tensor product of two or more quaternion division 
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algebras but are somewhat cumbersome, since r2 = 16 or more. Also we could 
use the method at the start of Section 2 for cyclic division algebras of degree 
greater than two. 
COMMENT. It should be pointed out that the association of A + to A does 
not preserve transposes, i.e., (At)+ will not equal (A +)’ in general. In fact, 
over skewfields a matrix A can be invertible while its transpose is not. (This is 
because transposition fails to be either an automorphism or an antiautomor- 
phism on M,D.) A simple example of this [4, p. 121 is when D = W, taking 
which is invertible whereas At is not. One may compute A + for this A and 
verify that it is an 8 X 8 matrix with determinant 16, whereas 
gives A + with determinant zero. The Dieudonne determinant of a noninvert- 
ible matrix is defined to be zero, so that our determinantal identity is still 
perfectly valid for this example. 
Note that if D has an involution of the first kind, then (z) + = (A ,)‘. Thus 
if the sesquilinear form given by A is hermitian symmetric, then the underly- 
ing bilinear form is symmetric. 
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